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clay pot safari animals
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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apple Barrel® paint: black, nutmeg brown, papaya, vanilla ice cream, sunny day, chestnut
Plaid® spouncers
Clay pots: 2” and 3”, two each; 1½” and 1” , one each
Wood doll head: 2”, two; 1¾” , one
Craft foam: brown and tan
Chenille stems, 2 each: orange and brown
Paintbrushes: #6 flat, #12 flat, liner
Scissors
Scalloped-edge scissors
E-6000® craft adhesive

DIRECTIONS:
Monkey
1. Use the #6 flat brush to paint one 2” pot and one 1¾” doll head in chestnut. Let dry. Glue the doll head to the pot.
2. Use the spouncer and vanilla ice cream to paint three overlapping circles on the head. Use the #12 flat brush to
paint an oval on the front of the body. Let dry.
3. Add eyes, nose and mouth in black using the liner brush.
4. Cut two ears from brown craft foam. Paint the outside of ears in Chestnut. Glue ears to head.
5. For the tail, fold a brown chenille stem in half and twist. Glue to the pot.
Lion
1. Paint one 3” pot and one 2” doll head in papaya.  Let dry. Glue the doll head to the pot.
2. Use the spouncer to paint two overlapping circles on the head in chestnut. Add eyes and whiskers in black. Dip the
handle end of the spouncer in black and paint the nose. Let dry.
3. Using scalloped-edge scissors, cut one 4” circle and one 3-1/2” circle from tan craft foam. Cut a 2” circle in the
center of each.  
4. Use the liner brush to paint ears on the 3-1/2” foam circle in papaya. Add chestnut inside each ear. Let dry.
5. Glue the foam circles together and then glue to the head.
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6. For the tail, fold both orange chenille stems in half and twist to within 1/2” of the ends. Paint the ends of the
stems in chestnut. Glue the tail to the body.
Courtesy of Plaid Enterprises, Inc.®
Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary

Approx. Crafting Time: Under1 hr

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used.
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.
©2013 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc.

Giraffe
1. Use the #6 flat brush to paint the 2” doll head and the 1-1/2”, 2” and 3” pots in sunny day. Paint the 1” pot in
nutmeg. Let dry.
2. Glue the 1” pot to the front of the head. Stack and glue the three remaining pots. Glue the head to the body.
3. Cut two ears from brown craft foam. Use the #12 flat brush to paint edges of ears in sunny day. Glue the ears to
the head.
4. Use the #12 flat brush to paint spots on the body in chestnut. Add eyes and nose using the liner brush and black
paint. Let dry.
5. Cut two 1-1/2” pieces of brown chenille stem and roll the ends for horns.  Glue horns to the head.  

